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SUPPORT OF
VISION

MISSION

To become a leading department engaged in quality
education and research in the field of Computer Science and
Engineering.

 To nurture a positive environment with state of art facilities
conductive for deep learning and meaningful research and
development.
 To enhance interaction with industry for promoting
collaborative research in emerging technologies.
 To strengthen the learning experiences enabling the
students to become ethical professionals with good
interpersonal skills, capable of working effectively in multidisciplinary teams.

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
At the end of the program the student is able to:

(PSO’s)

 Analyze, design, implement and test innovative application
software systems to meet the specified requirements.
 Understand and use systems software packages.
 Understand the organization and architecture of digital
computers, embedded systems and computer networks.

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
After 3-4 years our graduates will be:

(PEO’s)

 Successful and ethical professionals in IT and ITES
industries contributing to societal progress.
 Engaged in life-long learning, adapting to changing
technological scenarios.

Dr. M Ramakrishna Professor & Head
It gives me great opportunity to present the Newsletter. This

issue explores the hidden talents, commitment, involvement
and achievement of departmental students

and Staff

community towards extra and curricular activities. As you
read through the pages you will realize, that the department
had a particularly successful semester. It motivates,
enlightens and enables the Student & Staff community to
focus on their goals and achieve more. I would like to thank
all my colleagues for their tireless efforts to help the
department progress at a very steady pace.

Department Toppers

KARTIKEEYA U

Jeevitha M

Sannidhi A

Bhuvana C M

1VI18CS045
2nd Semester

1VI17CS039
4th Semester

1VI16CS091
6th Semester

1VI15CS021
8th Semester

Guest Lectures
S M Y Altamash
EKSTEP DevOps Engineer
Cloud computing delivers hosted
services over the internet. The services can

Seminar on Cloud computing
On 24-08-2019
7th Semester

be classified as Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and
Software as a service (SaaS). By using cloud,
cost can be optimized since there will be no
maintenance cost, no management cost and
admin will not be required for management.
Leading cloud providers few such tools are Github a version control tool, Ansible a Configuration Management Tool,
ELK stack, web servers, operating system, load testing tools and application development tools. Demonstration of
creating and launching a website in AWS from scratch was given to students which included the following.
Steps
1. Launching an Ubuntu server in AWS
2. Creating a DNS record for the IP address obtained from the server.
3. Provisioning the server with Apache2 as the webserver and PHP as the processing language.

Mr. Najeer Ahamed
Innostem Eduance Edlabs
Co-founder and Director
Machine learning is subset of Artificial
Intelligence which focuses on design of the
system and can make predictions and
decisions based on input. To train the system
we need more data (80%). Machine learning

has two techniques supervised learning and
unsupervised learning. In Supervised learning,
we train the machine using data which is well
"labeled." It means some data is already
tagged with the correct answer. It can be
compared to learning which takes place in the
presence of a supervisor or a teacher. A
supervised learning algorithm learns from
labeled training data, helps you to predict
outcomes for unforeseen data. Successfully
building, scaling, and deploying accurate

supervised machine learning Data science
model takes time and technical expertise from
a team of highly skilled data scientists.
Moreover, Data scientist must rebuild models
to make sure the insights given remains true
until its data changes. Unsupervised learning is
a machine learning technique, where you do
not need to supervise the model. now,
Cortana. Instead, you need to allow the model
to work on its own to discover information. It

mainly deals with the unlabeled data.
Although, unsupervised learning can be more
unpredictable compared with other natural
learning deep learning and reinforcement
learning methods. Machine learning is used in
Virtual Personal Assistants like Alexa, Siri,
Google

Seminar on Machine Learning
On 31-08-2019
7th Semester

Kavya D J
Faurecia Emission Control
Technologies INDIA Pvt Ltd,
Senior Engineer
Data

structures

is

Advanced tree concepts and
applications of Data structures
On 07-09-2019
a

3rd Semester

data

organization, management and storage
format that enables efficient access and

modification of data. Data structures such
as arrays, stacks, queues, linked lists and
trees were explained with proper real
world examples. Stack is a Last In First Out (LIFO) data structure. Application of stacks in undo operation was explained.
Queue is a First In First Out (FIFO) data structure. Application of queues in job scheduling algorithm was explained.
Binary search trees were explained. Applications of data structures were explained. Students were asked to design
bubble shooting game, snake and ladder using data structure. Importance of data structures in placement was
discussed. Brief introduction was given to algorithm time and space complexity.

K S Prashant
Sandeep Shankar
Internet Academy

Unity Development

On 12-09-2019
3rd and 5th Semester

Through

Unity

Development

environment it is possible to achieve
augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR)
and it is also possible to develop games
using 2D and 3D. It can also be used to
develop a defense simulator and health
care simulators.
To give animation effect Unity uses C Sharp (C#) language for giving animation effect. Demonstration was given on
game development. Unity3D is a powerful cross-platform 3D engine and a user friendly development environment.
Easy enough for the beginner and powerful enough for the expert; Unity should interest anybody who wants to easily
create 3D games and applications for mobile, desktop, the web, and consoles. Unity is able to publish to Windows, OS
X, and the web via the Unity Web Player. The Web Player is a browser plugin that works in all major browsers and
offers the same performance available on the desktop. This article barely scratches the surface of what is possible
with Unity. If this introduction has whet your appetite for more 3D game development.

Raghu R
Adventsys Technologies
System Engineer
JDBC (Java Data Base Connectivity )

Real time implementation of
database applications using
front end tool.
On 21-09-2019
5th Semester

is a driver which act as a bridge between
client application and vendor specific data

base. It has set of classes and interfaces in
order to connect with database and
perform operations on database.
MVC architecture is a standard architecture which has been followed in industry in order to interact with database
from client programs. Front end can be written using JSP (Java Server Pages). Back end can be any database like

MySQL, Oracle, Postgres SQL etc. Using JPA ( Java Persistence API) front end and back end can be connected.
As a specification, the Java Persistence API is concerned with persistence, which loosely means any mechanism by

which Java objects outlive the application process that created them. Not all Java objects need to be persisted, but
most applications persist key business objects. The JPA specification lets to which objects should be persisted, and how
those objects should be persisted in Java applications

Vishalakshi R

A project management

Software Engineer,
Intel India Corp.

methodology
On 12-10-2019

In Agile software development The
processes of specification, design, and
implementation

are

interleaved.

3rd Semester

The

system is developed in a series of versions.
End-users and other system stakeholders
are involved in specifying and evaluating
each version.
Agile methods are incremental development methods in which the increments are small and, typically, new releases of
the system are created and made available to customers every two or three weeks. Scrum is an iterative and
incremental framework containing simple roles, activities, artifacts, and rules founded on empirical process control
theory. It has become a widely accepted agile framework in industry. Scrum may be viewed as an agile framework for
developing software. Agile describes a set of guiding principles for building software through iterative development.
Scrum is a specific set of rules to follow when practicing agile software development.

On 05th NOV
2019
Industrial Visit

For 5th Semester

A Green Data Centre (GDC) is a repository for the storage, management, and dissemination of data in which the
mechanical, lighting, electrical and computer systems are designed for maximum energy efficiency and minimum
environmental impact. The Green Data Centre is an optimized data center that we can identify as "intelligent and
organized ecosystem", which implements innovative applications of energy efficiency and operational by acting on
three areas where the energy is consumed in the data center: energy consumed by the facility as the systems power
and cooling, the energy consumed by real IT systems and an inefficient use of IT systems. Then, a formal definition of

Green Data Centre is: an intelligent, organized and controlled infrastructure that meets the demands of more
innovative operational energy efficiency.
Reaping benefits from energy efficiency
Data centers consume 30 to 80 times the energy per square meter as compared to traditional office space. For
instance, a company with a data center of 2,000 square meters could spend up to 150 – 250 Million USD of facility
operating costs over its 10 to 20-year useful life to run a data center with up to 70 percent of the costs being used for
energy costs. A typical data center consumes about 250 kilowatts of power.
The method results in about a 10 percent energy savings by reducing the losses that normally happen in converting
from alternating power from the grid to the direct current servers run on, according to Kota Murali, the chief scientist

of nanotechnology at IBM India who developed the pilot as a side project. That level of energy reduction is significant
for large data centers with many servers, but the implications of solar and servers are potentially profound for places
that don't have access to reliable power. IBM's India Software Lab in Bangalore has set up a 50-kilowatt rooftop array
to power about 20 percent of its data center.

Location:
Green Data Center, IBM campus,
D block, Embassy Golf Links Business Park,
Indira Nagar-Koramangala Inner Ring Road, Bangalore - 71.

Achievements

R.G.VIDYA and VANDANA.R
Participated in CMRIT inter collegiate
throw ball tournament(SPARDHA)
placed WINNERS.

R.G.VIDYA and VANDANA.R
participated in BMSCE inter collegiate
throw ball tournament placed RUNNERS

HARITHA and ANUSHA
participated

in

state

level

inter

collegiate athletic meet at GNDCE BIDAR
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5.00 LPA
S P Yashas Reddy
1VI16CS082

6.25 LPA

3.00 LPA

Venkatesh R

Mohammed Suhail Sonu

1VI16CS114

1VI16CS052

2.25 LPA

4.50 LPA

Sameer Ananth Sriram

Lavanya S

Likitha K

Ranjith Kumar

1VI16CS088

1VI16CS036

1VI16CS039

1VI16CS041

3.38 LPA

Ranjith Kumar

Sai Prashant S

Sannidhi A

Vashnavi Urkade

Venkatesh R

1VI16CS041

1VI16CS086

1VI16CS091

1VI16CS110

1VI16CS114
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Kamal K
1VI16CS032

Karthil Natarajan

Lavanya S

Nagma Sultana

Naima Azhar

Nithin Babu Naidu

1VI16CS022

1VI16CS036

1VI16CS056

1VI15CS059

1VI16CS121

Pavan Kumar NN

Preethi S

Prinka C

Priyanka T

Rahul S

1VI16CS063

1VI16CS067

1VI16CS091

1VI16CS070

1VI16CS0074

Ranjith Kumar

Sai Prashant S

Sannidhi A

Sameer Ananth Sriram

Samiksha Reddy

1VI16CS041

1VI16CS086

1VI16CS091

1VI16CS088

1VI16CS0089

Saranya N

Shalini RC

Shilpashre HS

Srkeenth MS

Sridhar HA

1VI16CS093

1VI16CS094

1VI16CS095

1VI16CS0101

1VI16CS0102

Graphic Designee

Veena G
Assistant Professor Dept. of CSE
Editor-in-Chief , Newsletter

Mohammed Muzammil Khan
Student Coordinator, Newsletter
5th Semester, Dept. of CSE

